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 This system is intended for the protection of personnel working in those areas of the 
Reactor Building and Service Building where high gamma radiation fields are expected. 
 A detector, sensitive to gamma radiation, is installed in each of the areas to be monitored. 
The detector will send a signal, proportional to the radiation level in the area, to a corresponding 
electronic module (Alarm Unit), where the signal will be amplified and checked against alarm set 
points for possible alarming conditions. 
 In case the field exceeds the alarm set points, the Alarm Unit will produce a signal that 
will trigger the field alarms (Horn and Beacon) located in the area where condition occurred. 
 Each Alarm Unit will send a numerical input to central computer command. 
 The system is required to accomplish the following 
 - Monitor the level of gamma radiation in those areas of the Station where high radiation 
fields are expected. 
 - Provide a continuous and centralized display of the radiation level in each of the 
monitored areas. The display shall be in exposure rate units (R/h). 
 - Provide a visual and audible alarm in each monitored areas. 
 - The control room operator shall be able to check at any time the radiation levels and 
alarm conditions in each of the monitored areas. 
 - The control room operator shall be alerted of any alarm conditions that occurs in the 
Station. 
 A typical monitoring loop is composed of the following components: 
 - Detector Assembly type: CI-MA - 522 two channels, two range; 
 - Horn and Beacon Assembly; 
 - Remote Indicating Meter with Warning Lights; 
 - Central computer; common for all 40 loops. 
 
 
  DETECTOR 
 The Detector Assembly is of the pressurized ion chamber type. This  
Wall mounted assembly contains its own high voltage power supply, charge-to-pulse converter, 
amplifier, low voltage regulation and line driver. 
 The Alarm Unit supplies the low voltage power.  
 The assembly contains a check source that is operated remotely from the associated 
Alarm Unit. The detector has a 4 π geometry response, the output signal will be proportional to 
the gamma field surrounding the detector, thus giving a meaningful indication of the radiation 
fields to witch personnel in the area are exposed. 
 
  ALARM UNIT 
 The Alarm Unit receives the signal from the detector assembly, processes the signal and 
displays the information in exposure rate on the meter. 



 The Unit also provides a low voltage to the detector. 
 Each Alarm Unit contains its own voltage supply, electronics for signal processing, 
readout meter, alarm sensing and display, output capable of driving a remote indicating meter 
and a current analog output. Controls for calibration of these circuits are located on the front 
panel of the Unit and may be adjusted while the Unit is in operation. 
 There are two ranges of Alarm Unit: 
 a) Low Range  (1 mR/h  - 10 R/h) 
 b)  High Range  (10 mR/h  - 100 R/h). 
 
 Technical Features 
 
 Measurement range 1 mR/h  - 100R/h. 
 Measurement error  ± 15%. 
 Maximum channels numbers 40. 
 Normal operating temperature 10 ÷ 400 C. 
 Response time    1sec. 
 4 π geometry response for detectors. 
 100 k/rad   high level radiation resistant. 
 Control computer: 
 Based on an Industrial P II PC system and a 10 channel Timer/Counter Card the control 
computer improve the hardware performances by an expert program for early rate change 
detection and rate prediction. 
 The rate value conclusion in an optimization between current value, medium and long 
time values and shorter responds time for transient signals. 
 
 Some significant features are the following: 
 - Substantial reduction in panel complexity many of the fixed indicators and controls can 
be eliminated in favor of interactive CRT console; 
 - Substantial reduction in instrumentation complexity; 
 - fault detection and diagnosis; 
 - system performance monitoring; 
 - intelligent alarm handling. 
 Every input channel has a status memory, current range, input rate and evolution and 
operating capability. 
 Depending on the status on the input, by means of an inferential algorithm the current 
status is updated and, based on that, the input data can be processed, following an optimization 
algorithm for accuracy and response time. 
 The operating system in using, an auto-organizing data memory both for computing the 
current value and long-term administration of data, so that only the status and significant values 
of the inputs are recorded. This fact is simplifying the algorithms of decision, search and 
arrangement of data and is limiting the necessary memory, although preserving enough memory 
accuracy and representation of dosimeter curves. The utilization of an inferential algorithm for 
the estimation of the status, optimization methods and data auto-organization determines an 
increase of performances in the: 
 - Response time (max. 1 sec.) for all channels in the presence of sufficient input 
information or in the case of a fast dynamic evolution in the sense of radiations flux increase; 
 - accuracy, by estimating the evolution, when a minimum of input information is missing; 
 - optimal numerical filtering of information based on the acquired data and the 
instantaneous values for optimization of accuracy and response time curves. 
 First application for this system (only central computer) was Post Irradiation Examination 
Laboratory facility placed on I.C.N. Pitesti platform. 
 The advantages of the presented system are: 



 - significant decrease of complexity through the elimination of most readings and 
switches, by replacing them by a computer monitor; 
 - significant cutback of hardware; 
 - automatic detection of system damage; 
 - automatic monitoring of system performances; 
 - measure and display speed, operation mode, etc. 
 - flexible monitoring and alarm system when exceeding threshold.  
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